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Abstract 
In recent years, the fields of wireless sensor network technologies have been expanded, 
various kinds of related research areas have been emerged. Device collaborative control 
which a variety of digital devices such as home appliances, mobile phones, and remotes 
can be linked with each other by using short-range wireless communication channels, and 
be controlled from a remote site, is one thing, M2M (Machine-to-Machine) 
communication which tiny sensor devices configure the network autonomously and 
communicate with each other, and provide the conveniences for many users, is another. 
Under such an environment where a lot of sensor devices with short-range wireless 
commutations are deployed, especially in the indoor environment, it can be considered to 
be common that multiple devices are scattered within a certain range. Therefore, if we 
can treat devices which exist in certain areas as a chunk of a group of specific categories, 
more efficient communications in the system can be achieved, and the construction of the 
network depending on the particular context is also feasible. 
This thesis summarized the research results on distributed wireless sensor networks, 
using inter-node distance measurement information as a new approach toward device-to-
device communication scheme. After describing the research background, a distributed 
TDMA scheduling algorithm with distance-measurement scheme which contributes to 
rapid and efficient network construction, named L-DRAND, is described. 
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Additionally, a power-efficient distributed TDMA scheduling algorithm, which enables 
packet-based transmission power control scheme with the extension to L-DRAND, 
named L-DRAND+, is described.  
Moreover, an enhanced scheme with a weighted rule control and state machines 
refinements of L-DRAND+, named L-DRAND++ is also described, and it is shown that 
it can improve the performance against the previous schemes. 
Furthermore, in view of an application specifically, event description language 
“ManeuverXML” that the relative displacement information between devices are 
interpreted as the operations, was defined, and the prototyped application which achieved 
an intuitive UI by adopting it was described. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
1.1 Motivations 
In recent years, the fields of wireless sensor network technologies have been expanded, 
various kinds of related research areas have been emerged. Among them, M2M 
(Machine-to-Machine) technologies become important. In this research area, a variety of 
digital devices such as home appliances, mobile phones, and remotes are included, and 
they can configure the network autonomously and communicate with each other by using 
short-range wireless communication channels. M2M can provide conveniences for a 
variety of users by autonomous device collaborations. A future trend which M2M 
provides and for us to be covered is “autonomous communications without human”. 
When we consider the model “beyond the human-centric information processing”, M2M 
includes a comprehensive concept of collaborations using implicit and machine-
perceptible knowledge without human interactions, and plays an important role to 
provide practical systems. To achieve an M2M collaboration mechanism, wireless sensor 
network (WSN) technologies are fundamentals because WSNs can cover the following 
issues: 
 Power-saving methods 
 Efficient data transmission techniques 
 Scalability 
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These issues are significantly critical not only to sensors for environmental monitoring, 
but any battery-powered device. In addition, we have to focus on a point which can be 
applied to a heterogeneous network environment, because there must have many kind of 
devices from a tiny sensor with small batteries, to smart TV in a living room at home, for 
example. Two perspectives on both universality and utility are to be considered to 
propose an architecture for an autonomous device-to-device communication scheme. 
 
 In environments where a variety of devices can be linked with each other, the 
achievement of media access control methods which can construct a local network 
quickly and efficiently is strongly expected. Configuring the network in accordance with 
the particular context such as a distance enables to limit the scope of the target devices 
and to set up specific ad-hoc services and applications autonomously.  
As a general requirement for communication scheme, efficient data delivery to multiple 
devices is an important issue. Even in such a large-scale environment, it can be 
considered to be common that multiple devices are scattered within a certain range. 
Therefore, if we can treat devices which exist in certain areas as a chunk of a group of 
specific categories, more efficient communications in the system can be achieved, and the 
construction of the network depending on the particular context is also feasible. It can 
lead to building a QoS-controlled network for a specific application, which can guarantee 
a response within a limited time, for example. 
This thesis summarized the research results on distance-oriented distributed wireless 
sensor networks, using distance measurement information as a new approach toward 
device-to-device communication scheme. The results showed that applying such 
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information could make the system efficient and gain a better performance against prior 
methods. Distance-measurement method is getting more and more popular on mobiles, 
especially, and it has possibility to be applied on any situation and environment 
universally.  
In this thesis, four new proposals which range from with the lower MAC layer to top 
application layer were included. In a view of an application specifically, the prototyped 
application which achieved an intuitive UI by combining with a distance-based event-
driven rule firing mechanism, is proposed. 
 
1.2 Contents 
This thesis is divided into seven chapters. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. 
In Chapter 2, the overview and background information related to the research area are 
described. The classification of wireless sensor network MAC (Media Access Control), 
and the distance measurement technologies related to the topic should be included as 
essential information to understand the proposals.  
In Chapter 3, a localized distributed TDMA scheduling algorithm with distance-
measurement scheme, named L-DRAND, is described. In L-DRAND, Lamport's bakery 
algorithm for mutual exclusion is applied for prioritized slot allocation based on the 
distance measurement information between nodes. This method aims at the achievement 
of media access control methods which can construct a localized network practically by 
limiting the scope. The proposed scheme can be shown as a possible replacement of 
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DRAND algorithm for Z-MAC scheme in a distance-measurement-oriented manner. The 
descriptions of this chapter can be used as basic information toward next chapter as well.  
In Chapter 4, in view of power-efficiency, a power-efficient distributed TDMA 
scheduling algorithm with distance-measurement scheme, named L-DRAND+, is 
proposed. L-DRAND+ is an extension of L-DRAND, which enables packet-based 
transmission power controls scheme with the extension to L-DRAND. In this chapter, it 
is shown that the proposed scheme can contribute to lower the system power 
consumption in the network. 
In Chapter 5, an enhanced scheme with a weighted rule control and state machines 
refinements of L-DRAND+, named L-DRAND++ is also described, and it shows that it 
can improve the performance against the previous schemes. 
In Chapter 6, distance-measurement information processing system architecture and an 
implemented a prototype which enabled interactions between multiple home appliances 
using sensor networks, in combination with the event-driven rule firing mechanism based 
on an XML-based operation event description language named ManeuverXML, are 
described. In addition, as one possibility, the prototyped application which realized an 
intuitive UI based on the proposed system architecture to control home appliances is 
introduced. 
Finally, in Chapter 7, the conclusion is described. 
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Chapter 2: Distance Measurement 
Approaches 
2.1 Background 
2.1.1 Wireless sensor network overview 
In this section, the background information and premises are provided. 
Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) are comprised of a large number of sensor devices 
that can communicate with each other via wireless channels, with limited energy and 
computing resources. Because a number of nodes are existed in the system generally, the 
cost of battery replacement tends to increase. Therefore, In order to prolong the network 
lifetime, a reduction of the device power consumption is an important issue.  
In WSNs, owing to the nature of wireless sensor networks, IP-based technologies cannot 
by applied to WSNs directly. Not all the sensor nodes must always have data to be 
transmitted, thus it would be good for only the sensor nodes which have data to transmit 
at that time to make a connection in only such a situation. Especially, In WSNs, the data 
communication period is comparatively short. Therefore, it is desirable that the wireless 
interface of the device will go down to sleep state as much as possible to reduce the 
power consumption. For that reason, In WSNs, the link or media access control (MAC) 
scheme is preferably used to control the node access to the communication media by 
judging whether the channel is busy or idle, so that the wireless interface is effectively 
controlled.  
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Additionally, in WSNs, there is a case which a node must send or receive data 
temporarily as a relay node, when the delivery of the query or event notification in the 
network is occurred. In the case, there may be a difference in view of network traffic 
according to where the nodes are placed in the network. Simple point-to-point 
connectivity is not sufficient for a large number of sensors which are scattered in a 
specific place, especially in the larger scale. Considering an appropriate MAC approach 
which can cover the network situation flexibly is quite important.  
 
2.1.2 Media Access Control (MAC) protocol 
On media access control (MAC) protocols for sensor networks, various protocols have 
been proposed [1]. For example, B-MAC [2] is a CSMA (Carrier Sense Multiple 
Access)-based protocol which targets idle listening reduction by periodically receiving 
packets including preambles. Its transmission period is set longer than the sleep period of 
receiving node, in combination with LPL (Low Power Listening). CSMA scheme is 
outstanding in terms of bandwidth scalability in general, but it tends to increase 
unsolicited packets and header information for the specific node, and redundant active 
period.  
On the other hand, TDMA (Time Division Multiple Access) scheme can reduce the 
redundant active period for each assigned nodes, because TDMA is a communication 
scheme with time-divided slot management. As an example of TDMA, we can pick out 
LEACH[3]. LEACH is the communication protocol which performs clustering in the 
network first, and then performs communications for slots independently after assigning a 
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slot to each node in the cluster. Despite the efficiency of bandwidth, TDMA has a 
characteristic that it cannot easily follow against the topology changes. In such an 
aforementioned environment with a number of devices, frequent slot allocation will be 
necessary to be polled the devices which have data to be transmitted in their own equally. 
In that sense, CSMA-based communication protocol is considered to be useful, but if we 
can specify the scope of the area locally, quick response to the operation via TDMA can 
be secured. Therefore, a hybrid MAC which equips with TDMA control scheme to 
suppress the process overhead is desirable.  
Z-MAC [4] is a hybrid protocol which combines the advantages of CSMA and TDMA 
MAC protocols and has enhanced in terms of bandwidth utilization compared to other 
protocols. Z-MAC protocol switches TDMA and CSMA depending on the contention 
situation to use the bandwidth effectively. Z-MAC slot assignment algorithm, DRAND 
[5], was implemented by a node conflict resolution procedure based on randomized ODP 
[6], but the calculation cost of running the algorithm tends to be high. And if the number 
of nodes increases, time for TDMA slot assignment would increase significantly. 
Therefore, DRAND has a problem in terms of scalability on the number of nodes.  
Otherwise, the frequency of slot allocation process is also an issue in DRAND. In 
proportion to the increase of slot assignment opportunities, the need to decrease time for 
the slot relocation is expected to be shortened as much as possible1
 
.  
                                                   
1 In Z-MAC, DRAND phase is separately designed under condition that each node position is fixed 
statically 
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To decrease time for slot allocation, we explore an approach of adding knowledge, i.e., 
distance information, in this thesis. To add distance information as such knowledge, how 
to measure the distance is an element to cover. In the following sections, these topics are 
described.   
 
2.1.3 Distance sensing hardware 
There is several distance measurement hardware we can acquire now. Examples are 
shown below. 
Nintendo Wii [7] as a video game console, uses distance measurement method for 
gaming by combining a remote (Wii Remote) which has a CMOS image sensor, with a 
hardware bar equipped with infrared LEDs on both sides. The Wii Remote has a role to 
can capture an image which includes the position of two IR light points by CMOS image 
sensor, and then the data together with the value obtained by a 3-axis accelerometer 
equipped with it are transferred to the Wii console via Bluetooth. All processing on the 
location and distance is executed on the Wii console, this asymmetry is a special form 
which satisfies gaming usages. This method is inappropriate in terms of autonomous 
processing in any small device and power consumptions. 
Polhemus FASTRAK [8] is one of hardware which can track the three dimensional 
positions and orientations of a sensor receiver using magnetic sensors on real time. This 
device can be used for motion capturing by attaching sensors to the body for example, but 
it would not be feasible in home networks because the special equipment to generate 
magnetic field is needed, and is not suitable for small devices either. 
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Microsoft Kinect [9] is a motion sensing input device for the Xbox 360 video game 
console and Windows PCs.  This device features an "RGB camera, depth sensor 
and multi-array microphone running proprietary software", which provide full-body 
3D motion capture, facial recognition and etc. The depth sensor consists of 
an infrared laser projector combined with a monochrome CMOS sensor, which captures 
video data in 3D under any ambient light conditions. The sensing range of the depth 
sensor is adjustable, and its limit is 1.2–3.5 m (3.9–11 ft) distance when used with the 
Xbox software, as reverse engineering has determined. Except for specific applications 
such as 3D motion capture, these features are not feasible for any kind of device, because 
its distance sensing is based on image processing techniques, and it generally needs 
computational power, with higher costs. But note that the applications which can use 
distance-related information have been more popular increasingly in such ways. 
 
2.1.4 Distance sensing methods for WSN 
In view of distance sensing for WSNs, due to its limitations, some prerequisites must be 
taken into consideration [1]: 
 Auto-organization, which is independent of any infrastructure. 
 Scalability, where the algorithms can be applicable to large-scale and/or dense 
sensor networks. 
 Robustness, which consists of tolerance to communication problems and also to 
inaccurate distance and position information. 
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 Efficiency on using the network resources, because even being indispensable to the 
most WSNs, the localization system is not the main goal of these networks. 
 
There are several methods which can be used to measure the distance in a small form 
factor, but there exist trade-offs between accuracy and cost. For sensors, which are 
typically very small and manufactured at low cost, the methods which can be shipped 
with most of sensor devices, even it is inaccurate, are preferable. These method examples 
are shown below: 
2.1.4.1 Received Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI) 
RSSI derives the distance between two nodes on the strength of the signal received by 
one of the nodes. A sender node sends a signal with a predetermined strength, but the 
strength gets reduced as the signal is propagated. The greater the distance of the receiver 
node, the lower the signal strength when it arrives the node. 
RSSI is getting commonly used for location estimation (such as in [10]), but in real-
world environment, this indicator is highly influenced by noises, obstacles, and by the 
type of antenna, which makes it hard to be modeled by a mathematical formula. 
The advantage of this method is low cost. Most receivers are capable of measure the 
received signal strength and estimate distance at no extra hardware cost. But its use in 
real-world is problematic at present. 
2.1.4.2 Time (Difference) of Arrival (ToA/TDoA) 
To estimate the distance between two nodes, the most simple and intuitive method is the 
ToA (Time of Arrival). The distance between two nodes is directly proportional to the 
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time that the signal takes to propagate from one point to another. If a signal was sent in 
time 𝑡1 and reached to the receiver node in time  𝑡2, the distance 𝑑 between the sender 
and the receiver is 
  𝑑 = 𝑠𝑟(𝑡2 − 𝑡1) (2-1)  
 
where 𝑠𝑟 is the propagation speed of the radio signal (speed of light), and 𝑡1 and 𝑡2 are 
the times when the signal was sent and received. This method requires precisely 
synchronized nodes to compute the time when the signal takes to leave the transmitter 
and arrive in the receiver. 
The TDoA (Time Difference of Arrival) is based on the difference of the times that 
multiple signals from a single node arrive in another node. This method is in common 
and suitable for WSNs, which the nodes have equipped with an extra hardware capable of 
sending two types of signals simultaneously. By combining two more signals with 
different propagation speed such as RF/ultrasound [11] or RF/acoustic [12], the distance 
between the two nodes is computed. The first signal is usually packet itself, which 
propagates in the light of speed (~300,000 km/s), and the second signal is a kind of sound 
(~340 m/s), which is slower than the first signal. Fig. 2-1 shows an example of TDoA, 
where the difference of the arrival times of two different signals sent simultaneously is 
used. In Fig. 2-1, where an ultrasonic pulse is sent simultaneously with a RF signal, the 
distance between the two nodes can be computed by the following: 
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 𝑑 = (𝑠𝑟 − 𝑠𝑠) × (𝑡2 − 𝑡1) (2-2)  
 
where 𝑠𝑟  and 𝑠𝑠 are propagation speed of the radio and ultrasonic signal, and 𝑡1 and 𝑡2 
are the arrival times of the radio and ultrasonic signals, respectively. 
The errors in the distance estimation obtained by TDoA are measured in centimeters. 
For example, Cricket as distance sensor modules, which have features of RF and 
ultrasonic signal transmission to measure the distance with the accuracy of 1cm at a 
distance of 3.5 m. The advantage of TDoA is accuracy, but extra hardware to send the 
second signal us needed. It leads to an increase of the node cost.  
On the other hand, the second disadvantage is the range of the second signal, which is 
normally low. To reach toward 10 m, more powerful transmitters are needed. 
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Fig. 2-1 TDoA, where the difference of the arrival times of two different signals 
send simultaneously is used. 
 
 
  
 
2.1.4.3   Cricket  
In view of distance sensing-enabled WSN devices, Cricket [11][13][14][15][16] is an 
example of actual sensor hardware device which has a feature to measure the distance to 
other devices. This device has a feature which enables the position estimation especially 
in indoor environments using distance measurement with TDoA method realized by 
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ultrasonic and RF devices. Cricket can measure the distance with the accuracy of 1 cm at 
a distance of 3.5 m. 
Cricket MAC protocol is configured based on B-MAC protocol, but the distance 
measurement information is only provided as data for the application (e.g., [15]). We 
cannot have seen any proposals which distance information can be fed back into media 
access control mechanism itself yet.  
 
2.2 Concept 
Even in a large-scale environment as well as indoor environment, it can be considered to 
be common that multiple devices are scattered within a certain range. Therefore, if we 
can treat devices which exist in certain areas as a chunk of a group of specific categories, 
more efficient communications in the system can be achieved, and the construction of the 
network depending on the particular context is also feasible. It can lead to building a 
QoS-controlled network for a specific application, which can guarantee a response within 
a limited time, for example.  
Consideration of a scheme that MAC protocol itself can determine its behavior 
according to the distance measurement information will be significant. Because many 
kinds of devices, including Cricket, tend to have a function which can measure the 
distance, and the function shipment cost will be declined. Authors recognize there are 
various advantages such as time reduction of slot allocation by limiting the area, 
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improvement of the process efficiency by autonomous control, or the interference 
avoidance from other networks, by referring the practical distance information. 
 
Hereinafter, a summary of the results of research on distance-oriented distributed 
wireless sensor networks, using distance measurement information as a new approach 
toward device-to-device communication scheme is described. The results showed that 
applying such information could make the system efficient and gain a better performance 
against a prior method. Distance-measurement method is getting more popular on 
mobiles, and it has possibility to be applied on any situation and environment universally.  
In this thesis, there include three new proposals which range from with MAC layer to 
top application layer. In a view of an application specifically, the prototyped application 
which realized an intuitive UI by combining with a distance-based event-driven rule 
firing mechanism, is proposed. 
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Chapter 3: L-DRAND: A Localized 
Distributed TDMA Scheduling Algorithm 
with Distance-Measurement for Sensor 
Networks 
3.1 Introduction 
The more the fields of wireless sensor networks have been expanded, the more active 
on the area of associated ad-hoc research has been. Not only applications in the home 
network or environmental monitoring, but various control techniques for wireless 
sensor networks in various fields have been presented [1]. In environments in which a 
variety of devices can be linked with each other, the achievement of media access 
control methods which can construct a localized network quickly and efficiently is 
strongly expected. Configuring the network in accordance with the particular context 
like distance enables to limit the scope of the target devices and to set up specific ad-
hoc services and applications autonomously, even when a variety of devices can be 
linked with.  
As a general requirement for communication scheme, efficient data delivery to multiple 
devices is an important issue.  Even in such a large-scale environment, it can be 
considered to be common that multiple devices are scattered within a certain range. 
Therefore, if we can treat devices which exist in certain areas as a group of category of 
devices, a local optimization of communications in the system can be achieved, and the 
construction of the network depending on the particular context is also expected.  
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In this section, a distributed TDMA slot scheduling algorithm is introduced aiming at 
achieving media access control scheme which can construct a localized network by 
referring inter-device distance under such circumstances. The proposed scheme can be 
regarded as an extension of DRAND algorithm [5] for Z-MAC [4] combined with 
distance measurement. The method can contribute to be faster TDMA slot allocation than 
DRAND. 
The contents in this section are as follows. Section 3.2 describes background research in 
sensor networks MAC protocols. Section 3.3 explains a proposed scheme in details. 
Section 3.4 gives an evaluation of proposed scheme by showing simulation results. 
Finally in Section 3.5, the summary is illustrated. 
3.2 Related research 
On media access control (MAC) protocols for sensor networks, various protocols have 
been proposed [4]. 
Z-MAC is a hybrid protocol which combines the advantages of CSMA and TDMA 
MAC protocols and has enhanced in terms of bandwidth utilization compared to other 
protocols. Z-MAC protocol switches TDMA and CSMA depending on the contention 
situation to use the bandwidth effectively. Z-MAC slot assignment algorithm, DRAND, 
was implemented by a node conflict resolution procedure based on randomized ODP [6], 
but the calculation cost of running the algorithm tends to be high. And if the number of 
nodes increases, time for TDMA slot assignment would increase significantly. Therefore, 
DRAND has a problem in terms of scalability on the number of nodes.  
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Otherwise, the frequency of slot allocation process is also an issue in DRAND. In 
proportion to the increase of slot assignment opportunities, the need to decrease time 
needed for the slot relocation is expected to be shortened as much as possible2
 
.  
 In view of distance sensing sensor devices, Cricket [13][14][15][11] is an example of 
actual sensor hardware device which has a feature to measure the distance to other 
devices. This device has a feature which enables the position estimation especially in 
indoor environments using distance measurement with TDoA (Time Difference of 
Arrival) method realized by ultrasonic and RF devices. Cricket MAC protocol is 
configured based on B-MAC protocol ([16]), but the distance measurement information 
is only provided as data for the application (e.g., [15]). We cannot have seen any 
proposals which distance information can be fed back into media access control 
mechanism itself yet.  
 
Consideration of a scheme that MAC protocol itself can determine its behavior 
according to the distance measurement information will be significant. Because many 
kinds of devices, including Cricket, tend to have a function which can measure the 
distance, and the function shipment cost will be declined. In addition, the usages of the 
RSSI (Receive Signal Strength Indicator) of the RF radio have been increased for 
location estimation especially (such as in [10]). Consequently, distance measurement 
                                                   
2 In Z-MAC, DRAND phase is separately designed under condition that each node position is fixed 
statically 
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technology is becoming to be applied easily without an additional cost. Authors 
recognize there are various advantages such as time reduction of slot allocation by 
limiting the area, improvement of the process efficiency by autonomous control, or the 
interference avoidance from other networks, by referring the practical distance 
information. 
In the following sections, a slot allocation algorithm which aims at priority control in 
the network with distance measurement information for constructing TDMA MAC, is 
described. 
3.3 Proposed scheme 
3.3.1 Preliminaries 
Definition 1. This work assumes that a wireless sensor network comprises a group of 
nodes through a common broadcast channel with the same transmission range. Thus the 
topology of the network is represented by a uni-directed graph 
 }),(|),{( RvudistVVvuE ≤×∈=  (3-1)  
 
dist(u, v) being the Euclidean distance between nodes u and v. If a link (u, v) ∊E exists, 
and that nodes u and v are within the packet-reception range of each other, u and v are 
G = (V,E), where V is the set of vertices (nodes) and   VVE ×⊆  is the set of edges 
giving the available communications: if a node v is a physical neighbor of a node u, then 
there exists (u, v) ∊E. If we assume that all nodes have the same communication range, 
denoted by R, then the set of links E is defined by: 
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called one-hop neighbors of each other. 
If a link (u, v) ∊ E does not exist, but links (u, w), (w, v) ∊ E exist Vwts ∈∃.. , nodes u and 
v are called two-hop neighbors of each other. The node w is used as relay node in this 
paper hereinafter. This is used to describe node relationship in terms of number of hops 
which is simply the minimum number of edges when a message has to cross to travel 
from u to v, via w. 
If node u and v are two-hop neighbors via w, the inter-node distance between u and v is 
defined by the sum of the Euclidean distance via w :  ),(),(),( vwdistwudistvudist +=  (3-2)  
 
3.3.2 DRAND-related Premises 
 
Localized DRAND(L-DRAND, hereinafter) is defined as a distributed slot allocation 
algorithm which enhanced DRAND characteristics further by adding features for 
localization with referring distance information between devices.  In L-DRAND, 
following characteristics from DRAND are retained: 
 
1. No two nodes within a two-hop neighborhood will be assigned the same slot 
 
One of the premises in multi-hop DRAND environment shall be the same in L-DRAND. 
This means that nodes in a two-hop neighborhood are assumed to interfere mutually in 
the same network. 
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2. The maximum slot size of L-DRAND for the node assignment will be the same as 
that of DRAND 
 
As described hereinafter, L-DRAND is designed to combine the priority control 
algorithm with distance measurement information with original DRAND, when a slot 
assignment occurred. Therefore the maximum slot size will be the same as DRAND3
 
. 
3. Neighbor Discovery (ND) is the same as DRAND 
 
In L-DRAND, the same Hello procedure in DRAND is used in ND phase. In order to 
collect accurate information of adjacent nodes, sufficient time is needed and there is a 
tradeoff between the observation time and accuracy. In this paper, this optimization issue 
is, however, out of scope. As described below, L-DRAND Hello message includes 
distance measurement information which the sending node had held on its nodes within a 
one-hop neighborhood. This information is referred when the node determines the 
processing timing for slot assignment. The extended items of DRAND for L-DRAND are 
described in the following sections. 
 
                                                   
3 Maximum slot size adaptation according to the nodes situation is in the future plan 
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3.3.3 Prioritized slot assignment control based on Lamport's bakery 
algorithm 
3.3.3.1 Overview 
 
Fig. 3-1 DRAND: A successful round where a node A is allocated a time slot after 
receiving grant messages from its one-hop neighbors 
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Fig. 3-2 DRAND: A failed round for a node A because a node B has sent a grant 
message to one-hop neighbors of a node B before receiving a request from A 
 
In DRAND, slot allocation control based on randomized ODP is implemented. The 
objective of the implementation is a simply an exclusive control which only one node can 
issue a slot allocation request at the same time among multiple nodes. The exclusive 
control is conducted using slot allocation control packets such as request, grant, reject, 
release, and fail.  
When a node A tries to acquire a time slot, A broadcasts a request message to its one-
hop neighbors. If adjacent nodes of A, in the IDLE state for example, are ready to 
respond to it, each node sends a grant message.  After A receives a grant from its entire 
one-hop neighbors for the request, it decides on its time slot to be the minimum of the 
time slots that have been taken by its two-hop neighbors before this round. Then A 
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broadcast a release message that contains selected time slot of A to inform its one-hop 
neighbors. Fig. 3-1 shows a successful round where a node A is allocated a time slot after 
receiving grant messages from its one-hop neighbors. 
 
Fig. 3-2 shows a failed round for a node A, because a node B has sent a grant to its one-
hop neighbors before receiving the request from A. Other nodes except the one which 
had already sent a slot allocation request would be rejected its request from other 
adjacent nodes.  
When receiving a request from A, if B is not ready to respond to it, because B is in the 
state of waiting a response to the former request which had already been sent from B for 
example, B sends a reject message to A. When A receives a reject from any node, A 
sends a fail message to all its one-hop neighbors to inform that the status of A will be 
changed. 
State machines of the nodes go back to IDLE state and wait until the next request is 
enabled to transmit with random backoffs. Consequently, the process will be delayed 
because a number of backoffs occur in a common condition when there are many 
unslotted nodes in the same network (Fig. 3-1 and Fig. 3-2 are from [5]). 
 
L-DRAND adopts an exclusive control algorithm which is based on Lamport’s bakery 
algorithm [17] in place of randomized ODP. L-DRAND is designed to enable to be 
controlled under the existence of multiple N-threads simultaneously. In original 
Lamport’s bakery algorithm, all the numbers which are assigned to the nodes themselves 
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will be incremented when a new node as a “guest” joins, and the thread whose number is 
the smallest will be processed with priority, by checking the numbers. 
In L-DRAND, by adding the number according to the rule which is combined with the 
acquired distance measurement information, an effective prioritized order control for slot 
assignment is realized. 
 
3.3.3.2 Lamport’s bakery algorithm 
Lamport’s bakery algorithm is one of many mutual exclusion algorithms which are 
designed to prevent concurrent threads entering critical sections to eliminate the risk of 
data corruption. The algorithm is to be solved the following conditions assuming N 
asynchronous threads: 
1. At any time, at most one thread may be in its critical section. 
2. Each thread must eventually be able to enter its critical section (unless it halts). 
3. Any thread may halt in its noncritical section 
 
Lamport borrowed a bakery concept with a numbering machine at its entrance so each 
customer is given a unique number. Numbers increase by one as customers enter the store, 
the holder of the lowest number is the next one served. In Lamport’s bakery algorithm, 
each thread chooses its own number, and wait all the threads with smaller numbers finish 
their work. If two threads choose the same number, then the one with the lowest name 
goes first. 
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Fig. 3-3 shows the pseudocode of Lamport’s bakery algorithm4
 
. 
 
 
Fig. 3-3 The pseudocode of Lamport's bakery algorithm 
 
Lamport’s bakery algorithm is designed for multiple threads from the beginning, and 
order control by reference to the number as shared information should be promising. In 
L-DRAND+, this algorithm is extended to allow the node from the near distance to enter 
the critical section preferentially, to realize a prioritized order control based on the 
distance measurement information. 
                                                   
4 Fig. 3-3 is referred from [11] 
integer  array choosing[1:N], number [1:N]
*the relation “less than ” on ordered pairs of integers is defined by 
(a,b) < (c,d)  or  if a < c, or a = c and b < d
begin integer j;
L1： choosing[i] := 1;
number[i] := 1 + maximum(number[1],…,number[N]);
choosing[i] := 0;
for j = 1 step 1 until N do
begin
L2: if choosing[j] ≠ 0 then goto L2;
L3: if number[j] ≠ 0 and (number [j],j) < (number[i], i) then goto L3;
end;
critical section;
number[i] := 0;
noncritical section;
goto L1;
end
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3.3.4 Rules for prioritized sequencing control using distance measurement 
information 
The basic rules of the proposed method are as follows: 
 
i. The slot allocation priority is given to the node if there is a node within a two-hop 
neighborhood, whose inter-node distance to relay node is less than the one of the 
selected node,  and it has not been assigned a slot 
 
Within a two-hop neighborhood, if there is a node where the inter-node distance to the 
relay node is shorter than the one of the selected node for applying the rule, the node in a 
closer range would be slotted prior to the others by making adjustments to it to give 
priority. Thus, the local node which does not exist adjacently to the node but is closer to 
the relay node than the selected one can join the network earlier. 
 
ii. The slot allocation priority is given to the relay node in the case of above and if the 
relay node has not been assigned a slot 
 
This rule allows the process order to be adjusted so that a key node within a one-hop 
neighborhood will join a network in order to build a local network as soon as possible. 
 
iii. The slot allocation priority is given to the node if there is a node within a one-hop 
neighborhood, whose inter-node distance in the two-hop is less than the one of the 
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selected node, and it has not been assigned a slot 
 
This corresponds to the above case i, when viewed from the reverse side of a node 
within a two-hop neighborhood from a relay node. By applying these rules, the adjacent 
nodes would join the network rapidly, and these nodes would be assigned to the slot 
position closer to each other. 
 
3.3.5 Hello message with distance measurement information 
 
In L-DRAND, apart from DRAND, the sending node has the distance information 
which the sending node had held in its nodes in a one-hop neighborhood, and the 
information is shipped with a Hello message. This includes information of multiple nodes 
according to the circumstances around the sender node. Fig. 3-4 shows L-DRAND 
HelloMsg format5
 
. The array interNodeDist1 stores the distance information of the nodes 
within a one-hop neighborhood from the sender.  
                                                   
5 Simulation environment was configured on 32-bit Linux(Ubuntu 9)   
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Fig. 3-4 L-DRAND HelloMsg format 
  
When the node receives a Hello message, the receiver node measures the Euclidean 
distance to the sender node and store it to its internal DB which has kept distance 
information within a two-hop neighborhood. And then the receiver merges the distance 
measurement information acquired from the sender node with its internally managed 
information. The node can manage all the nodes within the two-hop neighborhood from 
its own node. The distance measurement information is referred to determine its protocol 
behavior, for example, when the node sends a slot assignment request, or what to do next 
after it received a reject message from other nodes. 
 
3.3.6 Prioritized sequencing control algorithm for slot allocation 
 
By keeping the numbering rules prescribed to reflect the distance measurement 
information, the sequencing of nodes is determined according to the distance 
measurement information, as given in ascending priority order. The algorithm when slot 
allocation is requested is shown in Algorithm 1, and the other when receiving reject is 
shown in Algorithm 2. These algorithms are based on 3.3.4 descriptions. Presented 
typedef struct helloMsg{
uint8_t sendID;
uint8_t OneWayLen; // length of one way id array
uint8_t OneWayId[OneWayLen];
double interNodeDist1[OneWayLen]; // 1 dimentional
} helloMsg;
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variable ticket_number is an array whose element is assigned for respective node in a 
two-hop neighborhood which the node managed the distance information to count a value 
(ticket). By applying the rules sequentially, ticket_number value for each node has been 
operated, and finally on the judging phase, priority for assigning a slot will be determined 
by referring the value. Apart from the original Lamport’s bakery algorithm, this proposed 
algorithm functions as the node with the highest ticket_number goes first.  
 
 
Algorithm 1 send request(slot allocation request)
0: ticket_number[self]++;
// ticket_number is the number which all the nodes have , and then increment of the node on process 
// for starters
1: while has_unslotted_two-hop_node && 
the_unslotted_two-hop_node_has_smaller_inter-node_distance:
// checks if there’re unslotted two-hop nodes whose the inter-node distance to their relay
// node are nearer than that of the distance within one-hop from the node on process
ticket_number[unslotted_two-hop_node]++;
2:      if  relay_node_of_above_two-hop_node_is_unslotted :
ticket_number[relay_node]++;
3: while has_unslotted_one-hop_node && 
the_unslotted_one-hop_node_has_smaller_inter-node_distance
// checks if there’re unslotted one-hop nodes whose the inter-node distance to another
// nodes are nearer than that of the distance within one-hop from the node on process
ticket_number[unslotted_one-hop_node]++;
ticket_number[self]++;
4: if (max(ticket_number[]) != ticket_number[self]): 
// checks if the ticket_number of the node is the largest among others elements. If not then,
backoff := [regular round duration] * sum(ticket_numbers[])* rand[0,1];   
wait_until_next_round_with_backoff(backoff); 
// wait until the next send request round adding backoff duration calculated by the sum of 
// all the ticket_numbers which are not zero:
else:
send request
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Respective node calculates the timing of slot allocation request transmissions or the next 
processing after the receipt of the refusal based on the algorithms, to determine the 
processing in the local node. 
When a node had judged to delay a request and to calculate the backoff timing, the 
number multiplied by the sum of ticket_number of which counted in the node will be 
used to set the next slot allocation request timing.  
This aims to reduce the interference among adjacent nodes, and to optimize the start 
timing of the subsequent process in the local node, while proceeding another node with a 
higher priority than itself. 
Algorithm 2 receive reject (backoff toward next slot allocation request)
0: ticket_number[self]++;
// ticket_number is the number which all the nodes have , and then increment of the node on process 
// for starters
1: while has_unslotted_two-hop_node && 
the_unslotted_two-hop_node_has_smaller_inter-node_distance:
// checks if there’re unslotted two-hop nodes whose the inter-node distance to their relay
// node are nearer than that of the distance within one-hop from the node on process
ticket_number[unslotted_two-hop_node]++;
2:      if  relay_node_of_above_two-hop_node_is_unslotted :
ticket_number[relay_node]++;
3: while has_unslotted_one-hop_node && 
the_unslotted_one-hop_node_has_smaller_inter-node_distance
// checks if there’re unslotted one-hop nodes whose the inter-node distance to another
// nodes are nearer than that of the distance within one-hop from the node on process
ticket_number[unslotted_one-hop_node]++;
ticket_number[self]++;
4:  backoff := [regular round duration] * sum(ticket_numbers[])* rand[0,1]
wait_until_next_round_with_backoff(backoff); 
// wait until the next send request round adding backoff duration calculated by the sum of 
// all the ticket_numbers which are not zero:
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3.3.7 Slot assignment example by proposed method 
 
Fig. 3-5 shows a slot assignment result example of applying the proposed method when 
the number of nodes is six. The number in parentheses (x,y) means coordinates and 
indicates the position of the nodes in a plane coordinate system.  
In Fig. 3-5, a node group A-B and another D-F are formed apart from a group B-C-D-E 
by having executed the slot assignment algorithm independently. Fig. 3-5 shows that any 
node in the two-hop neighborhood is allocated to different slot for sure. 
In DRAND slot assignment process, a node is randomly selected from the group that 
time conditions are met, to carry out the time slot assignment. But in this proposed 
method, the node behavior is determined by the rule that refers predefined distance 
measurement information according to surrounding environmental situation. 
In the case of the topology shown in Fig. 3-5, the slot allocation request procedure is 
executed for each group in parallel. The final slot orders of each node group are D-F, A-B, 
and D-B-E-C, respectively. We can observe that the maximum slot size is optimized 
provided any two-hop nodes were not allocated in the same slot. 
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Fig. 3-5 Slot assignment result example: 6 nodes with X,Y –coordinates 
 
3.4 Evaluations 
3.4.1 Conditions 
To evaluate the proposed scheme, the above described algorithm was implemented on 
the network simulator ns-2 [18]. 
A
B
C
E
D
F
(134, 198)
(165, 207)
(191, 231)
(213, 255)
(209, 211)
(232, 186)
Slot 0 1 2 3 4
A
B
C
D
E
F
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The network topology consists of nodes placed randomly on a 300x300m surface. 
Nodes have a radio range of 40m, and a link capacity of 2Mbps6
 
.  
Basic simulation parameters are configured according to [5] in order to compare with a 
reference DRAND implementation. The major simulation parameters are shown in Table 
3-1. The experiments are conducted with 20 repetitions of trials, varying the number of 
nodes between from 10 to 70 at run-time. 
                                                   
6 Simulation parameters are configured to work like the 914MHz Lucent Wavelan DSSS radio Interface 
 
Parameters
Phy 802_11
Datarate 2Mbps
Propagation TwoRayGround
Antenna/OmniAntenna(Gr_Gt_) 1.0
(hr, ht) 1.5
Capture Threshold(CPThresh_) 10.0 dB
Carrier Sense Threshold(CSThresh_) 1.559e-11 W
Transmission Power(Pt_: for 40m 
Xmit range initially & maximally)
8.5872e-4 W
Frequency(freq_) 914e+6
RXThresh_ 3.652e-10 W
Pr_consume 395 mW
Pt_consume 660 mW
P_idle 35 mW
Sample time 700s
Table 3-1 Simulation parameters 
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3.4.2 Average number of message transmissions per a node 
 
Fig. 3-6 The average number of message transmissions per node during slot scheduling 
 
Fig. 3-6 shows a graph of the average number of message transmissions per a node 
during slot scheduling. 
As the number of neighbor nodes increases, the increase in the number of sent messages 
can be confirmed on both DRAND and L-DRAND. Totally, the frequency of 
transmissions of L-DRAND greatly exceeds that of DRAND. This is clearly shown in 
both cases it is getting harder to allocate slots as the number of neighbors becomes large. 
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It should be noted that we can observe that the special points of message-consuming 
cases in this simulation scenario set, at the points of 40 and 55 in the x-axis in Fig. 3-6. 
Detailed analysis of the transmissions revealed that there included the cases which the 
slot allocations were not converged easily, i.e., slots were not assigned for a long time. In 
these cases, the amount of transmissions tends to be large in common in both DRAND 
and L-DRAND, because the state machine of L-DRAND is a descendant of DRAND. We 
can see the effect on it in other graphs as described later, because of using the common 
simulation scenario set.  
 
In L-DRAND, slot allocation request timing can be adaptively adjusted depending on 
the situation of adjacent nodes in a short period compared to DRAND. Therefore a 
tendency to increase the number of sent messages significantly in response to the 
difficulty of slot assignment process can be observed. Practically, additional methods to 
reduce the frequency of transmissions are needed to be utilized, such as adding another 
protocol function like constraining flows for adaptive control.  
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3.4.3 Average time for a node to acquire a time slot 
 
Fig. 3-7 The average time taken for a node to acquire a time slot 
 
Fig. 3-7 shows a graph of the Fig. 3-7 The average time taken for a node to acquire a 
time slot. 
By referring to Fig. 3-7, both DRAND and L-DRAND can be seen to complete their 
processes within nearly the same duration up to the neighborhood size 35.  
In  case of larger number of the nodes, L-DRAND can reduce its slot allocation time to 
around 65 percent compared to that of DRAND. The calculation cost of running the 
algorithm depends on its time typically, thus the proposed method can contribute to lower 
it and to make it usable.  
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As described in the former section, the cases which were not converged to be assigned a 
slot can be seen at the points of 40 and 55 in the x-axis in Fig. 3-7.Therefore, the 
corresponding time values are prominently high in comparison with the cases whose x 
positioning is adjacent to 40, and 50. When analyzing the result if the above two cases 
could be handled as specific ones, the time values can be monotonically increasing as x 
increases. 
This result shows that the exclusive control based on Lamport’s bakely algorithm with 
the distance measurement information make an effect, under the condition that the slot 
assignment process becomes complicated according to the increase of the number of 
nodes. Further enhancement will be needed to be used in a practical environment, 
because quite a little time is still needed to process for slot assignment with a number of 
neighbors, and to deal with the special cases described above. 
 
3.4.4 Energy consumption 
By referring the energy model in ns-2, we’ve conducted energy consumption analysis 
based on the simulation result. Fig. 3-8 shows a cumulative graph of the average energy 
consumption per node in L-DRAND, and Fig. 3-9 is in DRAND. 
  
In ns-2 energy model, total energy consumption is given by:  rtsitotal EEEEE +++=  (3-3)  
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where iE  is energy consumption in IDLE state, sE is in SLEEP state but not used in this 
work ( 0=sE ), tE is consumed in transmitting packets, and rE is in receiving packets. 
Thus top lines of the graph in Fig. 3-8 and Fig. 3-9 illustrate the total energy consumption 
of a node on average until the end of the simulation period.   
By referring Fig. 3-8 and Fig. 3-9, IDLE duration in L-DRAND is shorter than that of in 
DRAND, but rt EE +  is bigger because the longer packets than DRAND’s with distance 
information were handled with high frequency7
Additionally, it should be noted that high 
. As a result, in view of total energy 
consumption, both are nearly the same.  
iE  values can be observed against the 
increasing rate on tE  and  rE at the points of 40 and 55 in the x-axis in both Fig. 3-8 and 
Fig. 3-9. These results illustrate that there included the cases which various nodes could 
not escape from IDLE state for a long time, and it effected on the high energy 
consumption in the system. If the method which can eliminate the redundant packets or 
control total amount of packets can be combined with L-DRAND, good characteristics 
will be expected on energy consumption. The further method to reduce energy 
consumption is described in Chapter 4. 
Nevertheless, we can conclude L-DRAND has a possibility to determine its behavior 
according to the environmental situation around each node, and the adaptive flow control 
with localizing the network will be one option to be considered.   
                                                   
7 Energy consumption of receiving packets is observed to be significant compared to the one of sending 
packets  
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Fig. 3-8 The average energy consumption per node in L-DRAND 
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Fig. 3-9 The average energy consumption per node in DRAND 
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3.4.5 Network construction example 
 
Fig. 3-10 An example of L-DRAND execution snapshot when neighborhood size is 25 
 
Fig. 3-10 shows an L-DRAND execution snapshot as a network construction result 
when neighborhood size is 25. 
In Fig. 3-10, when focusing on the set of nodes around the coordinate position (180,280), 
the node group 14-17-16-23 and the other group 14-17-13-23 are finally constructed as 
the third slot of their network is only different. In the process, the slot allocation process 
starts with the nodes 14-17 whose pair is in the shortest route of the topology. Node 
selection when running DRAND will be completely random process, therefore another 
mechanism must be needed to adapt to the environmental situation.  
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Additionally, when the number of neighborhoods is small in particular, L-DRAND slot 
allocation process can be finished within slight different number of message 
transmissions, with joining adjacent nodes with higher priority to the network (see Fig. 
3-7). 
 
3.4.6 Miscellaneous issues 
L-DRAND can be expected to reduce time for slot allocation, and that the resulting 
network will be constructed in accordance with the order which is determined by the 
distance measurement information.  In this scheduling, the adjacent nodes allow to be 
allocated in the closed slot positions in the early stage. Therefore, by thinking of a series 
of slots for example, conflict resolution can be expected by shifting all the slots together.  
In case of conflicts by hidden terminals, the interference often occurs in the marginal area 
of the network. The method to evaluate the acquired node sequence as an output is a topic 
to cover in the following section. 
Additionally, limiting the area of a network has a possibility to lead to a construction of 
a QoS-controlled network, which is expected as one of the methods for environmental-
/context-oriented network applications. 
3.5 Conclusion 
In this section, a distributed TDMA slot scheduling with prioritized control based on 
Lamport's bakery algorithm is produced. The scheduling is applicable to achieve media 
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access control methods which can constitute a locally limited network by measuring 
inter-device distances with efficiency.  
By using this proposed scheme, priority control for nodes in the network can be 
performed in the MAC layer according to the collected distance measurement 
information. It can also increase efficiency for slot allocation by reducing the processing 
time for it.  
In addition to L-DRAND described in this section, to reduce the system energy 
consumption, another method with power control in transmitting, named L-DRAND+ is 
described in the following section. In L-DRAND+, the essences to improve the protocol 
behaviors are also included. 
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Chapter 4: L-DRAND+: A Distributed 
TDMA Scheduling Algorithm with Distance-
Measurement-based Power Control  
4.1 Introduction 
In this section, a distributed TDMA slot scheduling algorithm with transmission power 
control, which the slot allocation priority is controlled by distance measurement 
information, is proposed. In the previous section, Lamport's bakery algorithm for mutual 
exclusion is applied for prioritized slot allocation based on the distance measurement 
information between nodes. In this section, a packet-based transmission power control 
(Tx power control, hereinafter) scheme is combined with it. This aims at not only 
achieving media access control methods which can construct a local network practically 
by limiting the scope, but also reducing the total system energy consumption. The 
scheme can contribute to more efficient TDMA slot allocation than that of DRAND 
previously described. 
4.2 Proposed scheme 
4.2.1 Preliminaries 
Preliminaries are same as Section 3.3.1.  
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4.2.2 DRAND-related premises 
DRAND-related premises are also the same as 3.3.2, fundamentally, but remarks are 
given as follows. 
 
L-DRAND+ is defined as a distributed slot allocation algorithm which enhanced 
DRAND characteristics further by adding features for localization with referring distance 
information between devices, including power controls.  In L-DRAND+, following 
characteristics from DRAND are retained as well as L-DRAND: 
 
1. No two nodes within a two-hop neighborhood will be assigned the same slot 
 
One of the premises in multi-hop DRAND environment shall be the same in L-
DRAND+. This means that nodes in a two-hop neighborhood are assumed to interfere 
mutually in the same network. 
 
2. The maximum slot size of L-DRAND+ for the node assignment will be the same as 
that of DRAND 
 
L-DRAND+ is designed to combine the priority control algorithm with distance 
measurement information with original DRAND, when a slot assignment occurred. Thus, 
the maximum slot size will be the same as DRAND. 
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3. Neighbor Discovery (ND) is the same as DRAND 
 
In L-DRAND+, the same Hello procedure in DRAND is used in ND phase, therefore 
the power control is not applied during the period. In order to collect accurate 
information of adjacent nodes, sufficient time is needed and there is a tradeoff between 
the observation time and accuracy. In this paper, this optimization issue is, however, out 
of scope as well as L-DRAND. L-DRAND+ Hello message includes distance 
measurement information which the sending node had held on its nodes within a one-hop 
neighborhood, as same as L-DRAND. 
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4.2.3 Prioritized slot assignment control based on Lamport's bakery 
algorithm with Tx power control 
4.2.3.1 Overview 
 
Fig. 4-1 L-DRAND+: A successful round where a node A is allocated a time slot 
after receiving grant messages from its one-hop neighbors 
with TxControlled
with TxControlled
with TxControlled
Tx Power will be adjusted to cover the maximum 
distance among one-hop neighbors from A
Tx Power will be adjusted according to the 
corresponding request from A
Tx Power will be the same as the request which had been sent
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Fig. 4-2 L-DRAND+: A failed round for a node A because a node B has sent a grant 
message to one-hop neighbors of a node B before receiving a request from A 
 
Fig. 4-1 shows the successful round example in L-DRAND+. In L-DRAND+, packet-
based Tx power controls have been introduced to reduce system power consumption. 
When A sends a request message, Tx power will be adjusted to cover the maximum 
distance among one-hop neighbors from A. The suitable distance will be selected among 
one-hop neighbors’ information which had been collected when in ND phase. Any nodes 
which can be ready will respond a grant message with adjusted its Tx power to cover 
enough the distance from A, after respective node received a request message. For 
example, after detecting the distance from A, B as well as A would adjust its Tx power to 
transmit a packet to A reactively. Then A broadcasts a release message with the same Tx 
with TxControlled
withTxControlled
without TxControlled
Tx Power will be adjusted according to the distance 
between B and A
fail will be sent without adjusting Tx Power (with Tx
Power full)
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power as it transmitted a request. In contrast, all the packets in DRAND are transmitted 
without Tx power controls. 
 Fig. 4-2 shows a failed round for a node A in L-DRAND+, because a node B has sent a 
grant to its one-hop neighbors before receiving the request from A. Other nodes except 
the one which had already sent a slot allocation request would be rejected its request 
from other adjacent nodes.  
  In Fig. 4-2, A can receive a reject with its Tx power control. Even when A received a 
reject with Tx power control, A will send a fail with its Tx power level normal. It means 
that Tx power will not be adjusted when transmitting a fail message to inform the one-
hop neighbors of the message certainly. In case its Tx power level had been adjusted 
lower, the level will be reverted to the normal. 
 
Fig. 4-3 State machines of L-DRAND+ 
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Fig. 4-3 shows the state machines of L-DRAND+. These state machines of L-DRAND+ 
determine the node’s behaviors as shown in Fig. 4-1 and Fig. 4-2. 
 
State machines of the nodes go back to IDLE state and wait until the next request is 
enabled to transmit with random backoffs. Consequently, the process will be delayed 
because a number of backoffs occur in a common condition when there are many 
unslotted nodes in the same network. 
 
L-DRAND+ adopts an exclusive control algorithm which is based on the extension of 
Lamport’s bakery algorithm, described in section in place of randomized ODP, as well as 
L-DRAND. L-DRAND+ is designed to enable to be controlled under the existence of 
multiple N-threads simultaneously. In L-DRAND+, by adding the number according to 
the rule which is combined with the acquired distance measurement information, an 
effective prioritized order control for slot assignment is achieved.  
In summary, the general differences between DRAND, L-DRAND, and L-DRAND+ 
are shown in Table 4-1.  
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Table 4-1 Outline differences among DRAND, L-DRAND, and L-DRAND+ 
 
By incorporating Tx controls, retransmission frequency can be changed according to the 
change of the transmission range. It may cause differences between the two schemes 
consequently. Details are described in 4.2.3.5 .  
 
4.2.3.2 Rules for prioritized sequencing control using distance measurement 
information 
The basic rules of the proposed method are as described in as well as L-DRAND. 
4.2.3.3 Hello message with distance measurement information 
In L-DRAND+, the same helloMsg format in is used described in 3.3.5. 
 
When the node receives a Hello message, the receiver node measures the Euclidean 
distance to the sender node and store it to its internal DB which has kept distance 
information within a two-hop neighborhood. And then the receiver merges the distance 
items DRAND L-DRAND L-DRAND+ details
prioritized 
sequencing 
on slot 
allocation
-
(randomized 
ODP)
○
(Lamport’s
bakery 
algorithm 
extension)
○
(Lamport’s
bakery 
algorithm 
extension)
•controls using 
distance measurement
information
Tx Power 
controls
- - ○ •packet-based Tx
power controls based 
on the distance info
•proactive & reactive 
controls
Hello msg
with 
distance 
measument
info
-
(Hello without 
distance info)
○ ○ •to be used to 
determine the priority
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measurement information acquired from the sender node with its internally managed 
information. The node can manage all the nodes within the two-hop neighborhood from 
its own node. The distance measurement information is referred not only to determine its 
protocol behavior, but to adjust the transmission power control in L-DRAND+. The 
transmission power calculation will be conducted ahead of sending a packet based on the 
distance information of the target node, by referring the managed distance information 
within two-hop neighborhood in the local DB of the node, and direct distance information 
on the incoming packet itself. 
4.2.3.4 Prioritized sequencing control algorithm for slot allocation  
Basically, the algorithm when slot allocation is requested is used as shown in Algorithm 
1, and the other when receiving reject is shown in Algorithm 2, as well as L-DRAND.  
4.2.3.5 Tx power control algorithm  
Algorithm 3 describes Tx power control algorithm in details. 
When determining the target node to transmit a packet, the distance to the target node is 
referred and if it should be calculated by checking the range, transmission power is 
adjusted enough to reach the one-hop node. Not in the transmission but in the receiving a 
packet, the adaptation of transmission power adjustment will be performed by referring 
the distance from the node which sent a packet. 
When retransmitting the packet to the node, the stored information of the distance will 
refer and set before starting the retransmission. 
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4.3 Evaluations 
4.3.1 Conditions 
To evaluate the proposed scheme, the above described algorithm was implemented on 
the network simulator ns-2 [18]. 
The network topology consists of nodes placed randomly on a 300x300m surface. 
Nodes have a radio range of 40m initially, and a link capacity of 2Mbps.  
Basic simulation parameters8 5 are configured according to [ ] in order to compare with a 
reference DRAND implementation. The major simulation parameters are shown in Table 
4-2.  The experiments are conducted with 20 repetitions of trials, varying the number of 
nodes between from 10 to 70 at run-time. 
                                                   
8 Instead of TwoRayGround model, Freespace is practically used to calculate the transmission power to be 
adjusted because the inter-node distance will not exceed the crossover distance in this case 
Algorithm 3 Tx power control in transmitting a packet
if (select_target_node)                      // when selecting a node to transmit a packet,
determine_distance_to_target;    //  determines the max distance among nodes
if (distance_to_target < Xmit_range)  // checks whether the range should be recalculated
calc_Pt_(distance_to_target);         // Transmission Power is adjusted enough to
//  reach one-hop nodes
//  when transmitting a packet
if (retransmisson){
distance_to_target = last_target_distance: // the variable is retrieved 
transmit_a_packet(distance_to_target);
}else{
transmit_a_packet(distance_to_target);      // first
last_target_distance = distance_to_target; // for the next retransmission
}
// when state machines changed
last_target_distance = 0; // initial value
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Table 4-2 Simulation parameters 
 
 
Parameters
Phy 802_11
Datarate 2Mbps
Propagation TwoRayGround
Antenna/OmniAntenna(Gr_Gt_) 1.0
(hr, ht) 1.5
Capture Threshold(CPThresh_) 10.0 dB
Carrier Sense Threshold(CSThresh_) 1.559e-11 W
Transmission Power(Pt_: for 40m 
Xmit range initially & maximally)
8.5872e-4 W
Frequency(freq_) 914e+6
RXThresh_ 3.652e-10 W
Pr_consume 395 mW
Pt_consume 660 mW
P_idle 35 mW
Sample time 700s
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4.3.2 Average number of message transmissions per a node  
 
Fig. 4-4 The average number of message transmissions per node during slot 
scheduling 
 
Fig. 4-4 shows a graph of the average number of message transmissions per a node 
during slot scheduling. 
As the number of neighbor nodes increases, the increase in the number of sent messages 
can be confirmed on both DRAND and L-DRAND+. Totally, the frequency of 
transmissions of L-DRAND+ greatly exceeds that of DRAND. This is clearly shown in 
both cases it is getting harder to allocate slots as the number of neighbors becomes large.  
It should be noted that the special cases were observed in this simulation scenario set, at 
the points of 40 and 55 in the x-axis in Fig. 4-4. Detailed analysis of the transmissions 
revealed that the cases, which the slot allocations were not converged easily, i.e., slots 
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were not assigned for a long time, were included. In these cases, the amount of 
transmissions tends to be large in common in both DRAND and L-DRAND+, because 
the state machine of L-DRAND+ is a descendant of DRAND. We can see the effect in 
other graphs such as Fig. 4-5, Fig. 4-6, and Fig. 4-7, because of using the common 
simulation scenario set.  
In L-DRAND+, slot allocation request timing can be adaptively adjusted depending on 
the situation of adjacent nodes in a short period compared to DRAND. Therefore, a 
tendency to increase the number of sent messages significantly in response to the 
difficulty of slot assignment process can be observed. Practically, additional methods to 
reduce the frequency of transmissions are needed to be utilized, such as adding another 
protocol function such as constraining flows for adaptive control.  
4.3.3 Average time for a node to acquire a time slot 
Fig. 4-5 shows a graph of the average time taken for a node to acquire a time slot. 
By referring Fig. 4-5, DRAND and L-DRAND+ can be seen to complete their processes 
within nearly the same duration up to the neighborhood size 35.  
In case of larger number of the nodes, L-DRAND+ can reduce its slot allocation time to 
around 78 percent compared to that of DRAND. The calculation cost of running the 
algorithm depends on its time typically, thus the proposed method can contribute to the 
reduction of the time and the calculation cost.  
As described in Section 4.2, the cases which the slot allocations were not converged can 
be seen at the points of 40 and 55 in the x-axis in Fig. 4-5. Therefore, the corresponding 
time values are prominently high in comparison with the cases whose x positioning is 
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adjacent to 40, or 55. If the above two cases are handled as special ones, the time values 
increase monotonously as x increases. 
This result shows that the exclusive control based on Lamport’s bakery algorithm with 
the distance measurement information is effective, under the condition that the slot 
assignment process becomes complicated according to the increase of the number of 
nodes. Further enhancement will be needed to be used in a practical environment, 
because quite a little time is still needed to process for slot assignment with a number of 
neighbors, and to deal with the special cases previously described.  
 
Fig. 4-5 The average time taken for a node to acquire a time slot 
4.3.4 Energy consumption 
By referring the energy model in ns-2, we’ve conducted energy consumption analysis 
based on the simulation result. Fig. 4-6 shows a cumulative graph of the average energy 
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consumption per node in L-DRAND+, and Fig. 4-7 is in DRAND. Fig. 4-8 shows the 
combination of the top lines both in Fig. 4-6 and Fig. 4-7. 
  
 
By referring Fig. 4-6 and Fig. 4-7, iE  and rE  in L-DRAND+ is smaller than those of in 
DRAND, when the neighborhood size is large (beyond 40). It can be observed that L-
DRAND+’s slot assignment process works appropriately even if the longer packets with 
distance information were handled with high frequency9
Additionally, it should be noted that high 
. 
iE  values can be observed against the 
increasing rate on tE  and rE  at the points of 40 and 55 in the x-axis in both Fig. 4-6 and 
Fig. 4-7. These results illustrate that various nodes could not transmit from IDLE state for 
a long time, and the cases increased the energy consumption in the system. Even in the 
above cases, L-DRAND+ shows a better characteristic on energy consumption than 
DRAND.  
                                                   
9 Energy consumption of receiving packets is observed to be significant compared to the one of sending 
packets  
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Fig. 4-6 The average energy consumption per node in L-DRAND+ 
 
Furthermore, L-DRAND+ can eliminate the redundant packets or control total amount 
of packets by limiting the scope of the network. In view of total energy consumption, we 
can conclude that L-DRAND+ shows good characteristics by optimizing packet 
transmissions in the system. 
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Fig. 4-7 The average energy consumption per node in DRAND 
 
L-DRAND+ can be observed that it enables to limit the range of influence of 
communications in comparison with DRAND. To improve the energy efficiency further, 
a method that can reduce the duration in IDLE state more efficiently must be combined.  
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Fig. 4-8 The average energy consumption per node 
 
4.3.5 Miscellaneous Issues 
L-DRAND+ can be expected to reduce time for slot allocation, and that the resulting 
network will be constructed in accordance with the order which is determined by the 
distance measurement information.  In this scheduling, the adjacent nodes allow to be 
allocated in the closed slot positions in the early stage. Therefore, by shifting the set of 
slots from the head, for example, conflict resolution can be expected in the case of 
multiple congested networks. In case of conflicts caused by hidden terminals, the 
interference often occurs in the marginal area of the network. In that perspective, a 
method which does not degrade the performance by holding a series of slots with no 
impact can be feasible. 
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In addition, it should be noted that the proposed scheme could be applicable to mobile 
nodes if slot allocation time is improved. 
By referring Fig. 4-5 the slot allocation process finishes less than 10s, in case of up to 
the neighborhood size 50. When considering the maximum Xmit range as 40m, and the 
additional time to ND less than 1s in the simulation, one slot re-allocation time within (at 
most) 11s is needed after detecting whether the nodes have moved. Moreover, 
considering the case that the two nodes go away in the opposite direction, as a result, the 
proposed scheme can follow up to the speed of 1.8m/s of mobile nodes under such 
conditions (note that this case does not include the net data transmission time).  
 sm /8.1
112
40
≒　
×
 (4-1)  
 
Slot allocation time improvement is effective in case of many nodes. The modification 
of the state machines (Fig. 4-3) by adding a function of adjusting retry timing depending 
on the situation of adjacent nodes, for example, will be a future work. 
 
4.4 Conclusion 
In this section, a distributed TDMA slot scheduling with prioritized control based on 
Lamport's bakery algorithm is produced. The scheduling is applicable to media access 
control methods which can constitute a locally limited network by measuring inter-device 
distances with efficiency. By using this proposed scheme, priority control for nodes in the 
network can be performed in the MAC layer according to the collected distance 
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measurement information. It can also increase efficiency for slot allocation by reducing 
the processing time for it.  
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Chapter 5: L-DRAND++: the Enhanced 
L-DRAND+ with Weighted Rule Control and 
State Machine Refinement 
5.1 Introduction 
In the previous section, L-DRAND+ which has a packet-based Tx power control 
combined with L-DRAND is described.  
In this section, an enhanced scheme with state machines refinements and a weighted 
rule control to L-DRAND+, named L-DRAND++, is described. It is shown that L-
DRAND++ can improve the performance against the previous schemes, especially in the 
slot allocation time and the power consumption. Additionally, to evaluate the validity of 
the ordered node sequence as an output of applying the algorithm, node sequence metric 
is defined. 
5.2 Enhanced scheme details 
5.2.1 Problem analysis and direction overview 
As described in 4.3.2 and 4.3.3, for example, the cases which the slot allocations were 
not converged can be seen at the points of 40 and 55 in the x-axis in Fig. 4-4, Fig. 4-5, 
Fig. 4-6, and Fig. 4-7. In these figures, the corresponding time values are prominently 
high in comparison with the cases whose x positioning is adjacent to 40, or 55. An 
analysis of these cases shows that a lot of packet exchanges by consecutive request 
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retrying in the traffic among a certain adjacent nodes are occurred in the session. As a 
result, the amount of packet transmissions and the slot allocation time increased 
drastically, until the simulation period was elapsed. Therefore, if the frequency of the 
request retrying would be reduced, it can contribute to improve the protocol performance 
than the previously proposed schemes including DRAND. The enhanced scheme is 
mainly configured to adjust the request retrying timing efficiently.  
 
5.2.2 State machines refinements 
Fig. 5-1 shows the state machines of L-DRAND++. These state machines of L-
DRAND++ determine the node’s behaviors as shown in Fig. 4-1 and Fig. 4-2. 
The differences from Fig. 4-3 are related to receiving a reject and the event condition of 
entering Won the lottery to send a request by retrying. When a node was receiving a 
reject, the node adds a delay to the turnaround time (T_A time) by the method of 
truncated binary exponential backoff, to adjust timing to the next retransmission request 
to allocate a slot. 
The algorithm is shown in Algorithm 4. 
As shown in Algorithm 4, the variable recvRejCount is incremented when the node 
received a reject packet. When the variable recvRejCount is less than k (in L-DRAND++, 
k=8 is used), the turnaround time will be delayed by multiplying a random integer value 
up to the k-th power to 2. If recvRejCount is larger than or equals to k, the random value 
does not exceed the k-th power to 2, as an upper limit.  
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In addition, in the general state transitions from IDLE state, T_A time readjustment will 
also be performed but its fluctuation period is different and set to the obviously shorter 
value10
 
 than that of the case of receiving a reject. This design is adopted to suppress the 
divergence by setting the significantly different fluctuation period between the normal 
operation and the case of receiving a reject. 
 
Fig. 5-1 State machines of L-DRAND++ 
                                                   
10  k=8 and m=3 are used in Algorithm 4. 
IDLE
REQUEST
RELEASE
GRANT
Send a request 
with TxControlled
Receive a request
Send a reject
with TxControlled, 
Receive a reject
Receive a request
Lost lottery T_A time passed_
Send a fail 
w/o TxControlled,
Add a delay to T_A time
Receive grants from all its one-hop 
and Two-hop neighbors
Send a release with TxControlled
Send a grant
with TxControlled
Receive a release or fail
and it has decided on 
its slot
Send a two-hop release
with TxControlled
Send a two-hop release
with TxControlled
Receive a request
Send a grant with TxControlled
Receive a release or fail and
it has not decided on its slot
•In ND stage, all the Hello msgs are transmitted w/o TxControlled
Won the lottery
Receive a request
Send a reject
with TxControlled
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5.2.3 Preliminaries 
Preliminaries and premises are same as Section 4.2.1(3.3.1) and 4.2.2. 
5.2.4 Weighted rule control 
In addition to L-DRAND+, a weighted rule control mechanism is added to give a  
priority to each rule which had been described in Section 3.3.4. By setting which rule 
should be treated preferentially, L-DRAND++ can change its protocol behaviours. This 
mechanism is used to evaluate the node sequence metric which is defined hereinafter in 
this section, especially. 
 
Algorithm 4 Truncated binary exponential backoff
ReceivedRejectMessage:
recvRejCount++;  // when received a Reject, then increments the value
…
//  turnaround time recalculated with the value recvRejCount
T_Atime = T_Atime * rand() % (uint16_t)pow(2, (recvRejCount < k ? recvRejCount :k))); 
RoundTimer.reschedule(T_Atime);
Judging to enter lottery: (RoundTimerExpired:)
T_Atime = T_Atime* 1.0*rand()/RAND_MAX * pow(2, (recvRejCount < m? recvRejCount:m));
RoundTimer.reschedule(T_Atime);
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Algorithm 5 send request
(with truncated binary exponential backoff, weighted rule control)
0: ticket_number[self]++;
// ticket_number is the number which all the nodes have , and then increment of the node on process 
// for starters
1: while has_unslotted_two-hop_node && 
the_unslotted_two-hop_node_has_smaller_inter-node_distance:
// checks if there’re unslotted two-hop nodes whose the inter-node distance to their relay
// node are nearer than that of the distance within one-hop from the node on process
ticket_number[unslotted_two-hop_node]+= α;
ticket_number[self]++;
2:      if  relay_node_of_above_two-hop_node_is_unslotted :
ticket_number[relay_node]+=β;
3: while has_unslotted_one-hop_node && 
the_unslotted_one-hop_node_has_smaller_inter-node_distance
// checks if there’re unslotted one-hop nodes whose the inter-node distance to another
// nodes are nearer than that of the distance within one-hop from the node on process
ticket_number[unslotted_one-hop_node]+=γ;
4: if (max(ticket_number[]) != ticket_number[self]): 
// checks if the ticket_number of the node is the largest among others elements. If not then,
T_Atime = T_Atime* 1.0*rand()/RAND_MAX * 
pow(2, (recvRejCount < m? recvRejCount:m));
wait_until_next_round_with_backoff(T_Atime); 
// wait until the next send request round calculated by truncated binary exponential backoff
else:
send request
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The algorithm when slot allocation is requested in L-DRAND++ is shown in Algorithm 
5, and the other when receiving reject is shown in Algorithm 6. These algorithms are 
based on 3.3.4 descriptions as well as Algorithm 1 and 2 respectively, except having 
introduced weights by integer values. By applying the rules sequentially, ticket_number 
value for each node has been operated with respective weighted value, and finally on the 
judging phase, priority for assigning a slot will be determined by referring the value. 
This weighted rule operation aims at giving an order on the judgement process by the 
protocol designer, and is used to evaluate the validity of the ordered node sequence as an 
output of applying the algorithm in this paper. Part of results when rule 1 was emphasized 
among others is shown in the following section. 
Algorithm 6 receive reject 
(with truncated binary exponential backoff, weighted rule control)
0: ticket_number[self]++;
// ticket_number is the number which all the nodes have , and then increment of the node on process 
// for starters
1: while has_unslotted_two-hop_node && 
the_unslotted_two-hop_node_has_smaller_inter-node_distance:
// checks if there’re unslotted two-hop nodes whose the inter-node distance to their relay
// node are nearer than that of the distance within one-hop from the node on process
ticket_number[unslotted_two-hop_node]+=α;
ticket_number[self]++;            
2:      if  relay_node_of_above_two-hop_node_is_unslotted :
ticket_number[relay_node]+=β;
3: while has_unslotted_one-hop_node && 
the_unslotted_one-hop_node_has_smaller_inter-node_distance
// checks if there’re unslotted one-hop nodes whose the inter-node distance to another
// nodes are nearer than that of the distance within one-hop from the node on process
ticket_number[unslotted_one-hop_node]+=γ;
4:  T_Atime = T_Atime*(rand() % (uint16_t)pow(2, (recvRejCount < k ? recvRejCount :k))); 
wait_until_next_round_with_backoff(T_Atime); 
// wait until the next send request round calculated by truncated binary exponential backoff
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After applying this proposed algorithm, the node with the highest ticket_number goes 
first in the same way as described in Section 3.3.6. 
Additionally, an incremental ticket_number operation to self node is shifted from in rule 
3 (in Algorithm 1 and 2) to rule 1 (Algorithm 5 and 6). This is because it takes effect by 
the experimental results, and we can note that the relationship to the local node is higher 
than in rule 3.  
State machines refinements are also illustrated in Algorithm 5 and 6. Details have 
described in Section 5.2.2. 
 
5.2.5 Difference summary 
L-DRAND++ adopts an exclusive control algorithm which is based on the extension of 
Lamport’s bakery algorithm, described in Section 3.3.6 in place of randomized ODP, as 
well as L-DRAND fundamentally11
Table 5-1
. And L-DRAND++ has inherited Tx power control 
derived from L-DRAND+. In summary, the general differences between DRAND, L-
DRAND, and L-DRAND+ are shown in .  
                                                   
11  Modifications have been done as in Algorithm 5 and 6. 
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Table 5-1 Outline differences among DRAND, L-DRAND, L-DRAND+, and L-
DRAND++ 
 
 
5.3 Evaluations 
5.3.1 Conditions 
To evaluate the described scheme, the algorithm was implemented on the network 
simulator ns-2. 
The conditions and parameter settings are mostly same as the ones described in Section 
4.3.1. The network topology consists of nodes placed randomly on a 300x300m surface. 
Nodes have a radio range of 40m initially, and a link capacity of 2Mbps.  
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The major simulation parameters are shown in Table 5-2. The experiments are 
conducted with 50 repetitions of trials12
 
, varying the number of nodes between from 10 to 
65 at run-time. 
Table 5-2 Simulation parameters 
 
 
                                                   
12  The number of trials increased more than double as those in Section 4.3. 
Parameters
Phy 802_11
Datarate 2Mbps
Propagation TwoRayGround/Freespace
Antenna/OmniAntenna(Gr_Gt_) 1.0
(hr, ht) 1.5
Capture Threshold(CPThresh_) 10.0 dB
Carrier Sense Threshold(CSThresh_) 1.559e-11 W
Transmission Power(Pt_: for 40m 
Xmit range initially & maximally)
8.5872e-4 W
Frequency(freq_) 914e+6
RXThresh_ 3.652e-10 W
Pr_consume 395 mW
Pt_consume 660 mW
P_idle 35 mW
Sample time 700s
Weights to the rules(α/β/γ) 1/1/1 (3/2/1, later)
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5.3.2 Average number of message transmissions per a node  
 
Fig. 5-2 The average number of message transmissions per node during slot 
scheduling 
 
Fig. 5-2 shows a graph of the average number of message transmissions per a node 
during slot scheduling. 
Generally, as the number of neighbor nodes increases, the increase in the number of sent 
messages can be confirmed on all the schemes. The frequency of transmissions of L-
DRAND and L-DRAND+ greatly exceeds that of DRAND, but L-DRAND can reduce 
transmissions to less than those of DRAND in case the neighborhood size is over 50. We 
have observed that it is getting harder to allocate slots as the number of neighbors 
becomes large. Despite the large neighborhood size, L-DRAND++ can improve its 
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performance than DRAND. In L-DRAND++, slot allocation request timing can be 
adaptively adjusted owing to the refinement of state machines. 
 
5.3.3 Average time for a node to acquire a time slot  
Fig. 5-3 shows a graph of the average time taken for a node to acquire a time slot. 
By referring Fig. 5-3, L-DRAND++ can achieve the best performance in all the schemes, 
in all cases. On average, L-DRAND++ can reduce its slot allocation time to 22 percent 
compared to that of DRAND, drastically. The calculation cost of running the algorithm 
depends on its time typically, thus L-DRAND++ can contribute to the reduction of both 
time and the calculation cost.  
As described in Section 4.2, the cases which the slot allocations were not converged can 
be seen at the points of 40 and 55 in the x-axis in Fig. 4-5. Nevertheless, above cases are 
included in the simulation set used in this section, the prominent time values haven’t been 
observed in L-DRAND++, and the values increase monotonously as x increases but do 
not exceed 5 seconds in any case. 
This result shows that not only the exclusive control based on Lamport’s bakery 
algorithm with the distance measurement information but state machines refinements is 
effective, even if the condition that the slot assignment process becomes complicated 
according to the increase of the number of nodes.  
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Fig. 5-3 The average time taken for a node to acquire a time slot 
5.3.4 Energy consumption 
By referring the energy model in ns-2, we’ve conducted energy consumption analysis 
based on the simulation result. Fig. 5-4 shows a cumulative graph of the average energy 
consumption per node in L-DRAND++. 
By referring Fig. 5-4 and Fig. 4-7, iE  and rE  in L-DRAND++ is smaller than those of 
in DRAND. It can be observed that L-DRAND++’s slot assignment process works 
appropriately even if the longer packets with distance information were handled. 
Furthermore, iE  in Fig. 5-4 is controlled at a low level compared with the one of other 
schemes. This can conclude that state machines refinements takes effect on the reduction 
of IDLE duration, i.e., the net time until the slot assignment. As we have already seen, the 
IDLE duration has a high impact for the total system energy consumption.  
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Therefore, L-DRAND++ shows a better characteristic on energy consumption than any 
other scheme.  Fig. 5-5 shows the average energy consumption per node in DRAND, L-
DRAND+, and L-DRAND++. L-DRAND++ can reduce the power consumption to 53 
percent compared to that of DRAND. This result shows L-DRAND++ is highly effective. 
 
Fig. 5-4 The average energy consumption per node in L-DRAND++  
 
L-DRAND+ aims at eliminating the redundant packets or control total amount of 
packets by limiting the scope of the network. Additionally, L-DRAND++ can combine 
with the reduction of IDLE duration primarily, therefore L-DRAND++ shows an 
improvement against L-DRAND+ and superior characteristics in view of total energy 
consumption. 
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Fig. 5-5 The average energy consumption per node 
 
5.3.1 Ordered node sequence  
To evaluate the ordered node sequence which the proposed algorithm will generate as 
a series of time slots assignment, a metric is defined as follows.  
The ordered node sequence ),,...,,( 121 kkl vvvvV −= can be represented as edge set 
  )},(),...,,(),,{( 13221 kkl vvvvvvE −=  (5-1)  
 
where [ ]ml ,1∈  is an element of all the networks m generated by the algorithm, and  k is 
the number of vertices which consists of the node sequence. First, 
lE
Z is defined as: 
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 ),( 12 nnknE vvdistZ l −=∑=  (5-2)  
where ( )kk vvdist ,1−∃  in the two-hop neighborhood, and 2≥k .If not, the corresponding 
( )kk vvdist ,1− must be 0. Then the norm of the network lE  is defined as: 
 ( )∑ = −= kn nnEl vvdistZE l 2 1 ),(1  (5-3)  
By referring (5-3), the value of respective term in the polynomial lE becomes larger as 
an inter-node distance is shorter. 
Then, the node sequence metric (NSM) is defined as: 
 ( ) ∑ = +−+= knll kk nkEENSM 2 )1( )1(2  (5-4)  
By referring polynomial (5-4), if nodes come up in the sequence in the early stage, the 
multiplier value is to the value of the node pair is also larger. Therefore, we can 
intuitively recognize that the NSM value will be large, if the rules i in Section 3.3.4 are 
selected preferentially. 
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Fig. 5-6 The average of node sequence metrics 
 
Fig. 5-6 shows the average of node sequence metrics. NSM values had been calculated 
for respective node set ],1[ mlV ∈ , and then the values are averaged for the same 
neighborhood size. After the experiments with 20 repetitions of trials, the averaged value 
was obtained. 
As the number of neighbor nodes increases, the trend that NSM decreases and 
approaches to a constant, is observed. That is the reason why the density of the nodes is 
becoming high, in proportion to the increase in neighborhood size. In that situation, the 
graph of NSM will approach to a constant because inter-node distance is getting too close. 
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 The NSM of the proposed method is more than that of DRAND in most cases. This 
can explain that the weighted rule control is well functioned under the condition that the 
rule i was treated as a preferential one.  
In addition, by referred Fig. 5-6, the case of L-DRAND++ with larger α can show the 
higher value than the other L-DRAND++, when the number of neighborhood size is 
small. This means that the higher weight to rule i made the nodes in a close distance 
connected in an early stage. 
NSM can be usable when a node determines its behavior internally. Further 
investigations for individual cases are necessary. 
 
5.4 Conclusion 
In this section, an enhanced scheme with state machines refinements and a weighted 
rule control to L-DRAND+, named L-DRAND++, is described. It is shown that L-
DRAND++ can improve the performance against the previous schemes, especially in the 
slot allocation time and the power consumption. 
In the previous section, L-DRAND+ which has a packet-based Tx power control 
combined with L-DRAND is described. L-DRAND++ can combine with the reduction of 
IDLE duration primarily, therefore L-DRAND++ shows an improvement against L-
DRAND+ and superior characteristics in view of total energy consumption. 
Additionally, to evaluate the validity of the ordered node sequence as an output of 
applying the algorithm, node sequence metric is defined. By using it, we can show that 
weighed rule control mechanism by introduced in L-DRAND++ is well-functioned.   
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Chapter 6: ManeuverXML: Distance-
Measurement based Operation Event 
Description Model and User Interaction 
Interpretation 
6.1 Introduction 
Recently, the Internet and mobile devices enable users to access services anytime and 
anywhere, but in operating home appliances such as TVs and PVRs (Personal Video 
Recorders), remote control devices which have numerous buttons are still commonly 
used, therefore their usability has not been improved in terms of user experiences. In 
operating equipment, users need to be familiar with the operations of the remotes, which 
are different for respective equipment. Even when an interactive UI module such as a 
touch panel device can be used, inconvenience of which the user must follow a multiple 
hierarchical structure in order to select the expected menu item has also been 
retained. Therefore, the mechanisms that would not impose such a burden on the user and 
can achieve the desired control of equipment in a simple way are becoming increasingly 
important. 
Wireless Sensor Network technology, in particular, has been the one being considered to 
control multiple devices in an ad-hoc and collaborative way.  Bluetooth built-in mobile 
handsets to operate the equipment in a home theater room have been released, for 
example, but several problems such as complexity on operations or power consumption 
are existed. Considering a collaborative communication on multiple devices, one-to-one 
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communication is not always efficient in view of data transmissions among multiple 
devices, and then a mechanism to cover them is expected. 
In this section, a distance-sensing-driven event descriptive model is proposed in view of 
multiple device control and collaboration. By measuring the distance to each other using 
sensors which have features of RF and ultrasonic signals, control instructions can be 
generated on respective device and used for simultaneous collaboration. In addition, an 
operation event description language (ManeuverXML) is defined for matching distance 
displacement measurement information as a sequential process to control instructions, 
and its application which can achieve an intuitive UI example is illustrated.  
 
6.1.1 Premises 
Our proposal in this section is intended for use in a home network environment. In such 
an environment, resource-constraint devices would be located in the same space, and 
lightweight and power-saving technology is expected. The amount of data contained in a 
single transaction is relatively small because the typical usage scenario is command 
control. We consider that measuring the distance between devices in the system could be 
effective on above issues, even on small devices. 
6.1.2 Previous studies 
There are several cases of distance measurement techniques described in 2.1.3, but 
typically the methods are inappropriate in terms of autonomous processing in any small 
device. They equipped with several hardware components such as a CMOS image sensor, 
infrared LEDs, a 3-axis accelerometer, and Bluetooth wireless communication channels 
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in the case of Nintendo Wii [7], and All the processing on the location and distance 
estimation is executed on the game console, this asymmetry is permitted only to devices 
which have much computational power. 
Additionally, in the case of Polhemus FASTRAK [8], it would not be feasible in home 
networks because the special equipment to generate magnetic field is needed, and is not 
suitable for small devices either. 
In the scope of applications, UIs that the system detects the user’s gesture by equipped 
accelerometers, estimates and applies them to the operations are a hot topic in the 
field[19][20][21][22]. A method to realize an intuitive operation by the user is becoming 
more important as the computational power increases, and the means which sensing 
information can be efficiently delivered to the multiple devices without additional 
hardware cost is expected similarly. The key point is how we can design a common 
framework to cover the operations of the equipment in the system. Most of the previous 
studies, the accelerometer value measured by user-handed device can be transmitted to 
the host device such as a PC. Provided collaboration across devices is intended, there 
must be another mechanism. 
 
6.1.3 Approaches to problem solving 
In considering achievement of collaborative framework for devices, we conducted a 
study in the following approaches: 
1. Consideration of middleware to achieve collaborative control for small, lightweight 
devices, through  the design and development on event-driven system based on 
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distance measurement between devices, operation event description language for 
controls, and building a test bed environment 
2. Consideration of application scenarios based on the proposed control schemes, 
especially in UI application 
 
6.2 Underlying system applications and user 
scenarios by distance measurement 
6.2.1 User interaction interpretation and device controls based on 
displacement information 
If user interactions can be extracted by processing monitored sensor data such as 
distance displacement on real time, these can be mapped to a sequence of commands to 
control equipment. This idea has two merits: first is that the device can collect such 
distance measurement information by using only single medium, i.e., it takes effect to 
lower a barrier to feature the functionality on many kinds of devices. And that the devices 
do not necessarily require bidirectional communications. Secondly, there is availability in 
terms of features that can make its own interpretation of the control system in each device, 
provided the relative displacement of the position has been collected. 
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Fig. 6-1 Device control concept based on distance measuring 
However, distance displacement sequence between devices is one-dimensional 
information series, in order to exploit it to determine the actual user’s interactions, 
annotations or complementarities to expand to two-dimensional or spatial data and the 
process to handle them as part of state transitions should be considered. If the coordinate 
system between devices can be fixed, sensing information exchanging at the appropriate 
time during the measurement may have the same effect as annotating multi-axis 
transitions or spatial information. On the other hand, devices can conduct themselves in 
correct manners by measurement information feedback as input to update their behaviors 
or others, such effects are expected to improve accuracy. 
In the following sections, operation event firing mechanism and its descriptive model 
based on distance displacement information to extract information for the user to operate 
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devices in a home network environment is shown, and the experimental test bed to study 
the feasibility of controlling devices using them is also illustrated. 
6.3 Event firing mechanism and operation event 
description language based on distance 
measurement 
6.3.1 Two-node model 
Operation event firing mechanism and its described models based on distance 
displacement information are fundamentally realized in the form of a simple two-
node configuration. This configuration is positioned in order to formulate functional 
requirements and experiment to verify the validity of the design. Each node measures 
distance displacement information with accumulating, then it is used to determine the 
controls according to a given set of event rules (defined by ManeuverXML, see below) 
individually. The rule set can be prepared for each device, so it is possible to determine 
the control procedures specialized for each device by giving different rule set per a device. 
As mentioned earlier, only distance displacement information for each node may not be 
enough to determine what actions to make on the device. When the event occurs in a 
particular node, notifying it to neighbor nodes and invoking event-driven process with 
synchronization are considered to be an option. At there, functionalities which can 
feedback to their own behavior as well as additional asynchronous event information to 
their own decision model, and notify the events for specific devices in the vicinity will be 
essential to realize a selective medium access method.  
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6.3.2 Operation event description language: ManeuverXML 
Operation event description language, named ManeuverXML, is defined to enable 
event-driven operation control by describing the relationship between time and distance 
displacement. By using ManeuverXML, an event rule can be described in the form of 
giving direction and amount of distance displacement against time, and also an integrated 
event can be configured as a sequence of events in the expected order. The equipment in 
the system can be designed to interpret distance displacement information as a user 
manipulation by using ManeuverXML, map it to control information in the event-driven 
manner, and then execute it. In the context of event handling, ManeuverXML state 
machine is not completely asynchronous, but determines its internal behaviors by 
processing events sequentially.  
Fig. 6-2 shows an example of a sequential event that consists of multiple events. An 
event definition is configured by the concatenation of multiple motion tag elements which 
denote the distance displacement in the specified time. 
6.3.3 System architecture on device  
Fig. 6-3 shows the system architecture on device. After the occurred event is logged, the 
distance displacement information will be accumulated and matched to the rule set 
defined by ManeuverXML. If a rule is hit, then Distance Event Decoder tries to evaluate 
the next rule as FSM, if multiple ones have been given. And when the sequential 
matching is in success finally, it issues predefined command request to the system via 
APIs. By giving command information to be invoked in a loose manner in 
ManeuverXML, dynamic process like scripting can be realized.   
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6.3.4  Experimental test bed 
A test bed system which constituted by a mobile device and PCs has been built for a 
feasibility study of the model and a validation of operation event descriptions and the 
event firing mechanism based on the distance displacement, by assuming usages in a 
home environment (Fig. 6-4). The system equipped with Mote Cricket as distance sensor 
modules, which have features of RF and ultrasonic signal transmission to measure the 
distance with the accuracy of 1cm at a distance of 3.5m. One Cricket is connected to a 
mobile device as a controller and another is to a PC as controlled equipment. They take 
on the functions of the distance measurement and communication. 
A mobile as a controller is realized by using Windows Mobile handset, and an UI 
application, described hereinafter, is deployed in the environment. 
ManeuverXML processing is designed to separate from applications in order to be 
shipped on various kinds of devices with scalable configurations. 
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Fig. 6-2 An example of event description by ManeuverXML 
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" ?> 
<motion-event>
<definition>
<!– event definition
(1)event name
<event name="throw" command="1000"> 
・name : event name 
・command : commandID issued as WM_COMMAND 
(2)sequential events definitions
<motion direction="increase" lower-amount="50" upper-amount="150" watch-time="1000"/>
<motion direction="decrease" lower-amount="150" upper-amount="300" watch-time="1000"/>
<motion direction="increase" lower-amount="250" upper-amount="400" watch-time="1000"/> 
・direction : “increase “or “decrease” 
・lower-amount : specifies distance in units of  mm
・upper-amount : specifies distance in units of  mm
・watch-time : specifies time in ms
(3)end of events definitions
</event>
-->
<!– throw event command=Unlock --> 
<event name="throw" command="1500">
<motion direction="increase" lower-amount="50" upper-amount="300" watch-time="1000" /> 
<motion direction="decrease" lower-amount="100" upper-amount="400" watch-time="1000" /> 
<motion direction="increase" lower-amount="250" upper-amount="800" watch-time="1000" /> 
</event>
<!– draw event command=lock --> 
- <event name="draw" command="1501">
<motion direction="decrease" lower-amount="50" upper-amount="300" watch-time="1000" /> 
<motion direction="increase" lower-amount="100" upper-amount="400" watch-time="1000" /> 
<motion direction="decrease" lower-amount="250" upper-amount="600" watch-time="1000" /> 
</event>
</definition>
</motion-event>
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Fig. 6-3 System architecture on device 
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Fig. 6-4 Experimental test bed system 
6.4 UI application for device control 
In applying ManeuverXML to describe operation event rules in response to the distance 
displacement, a UI system application, which the user can control equipment by moving 
the controller device easily and intuitively, was designed and implemented.  Applying an 
event-driven model which judges the distance displacement event sequentially and 
intermittently while continuously measuring the distance displacement enables the 
system to decode the displacement information as a pseudo-operation to the target device 
by matching the predefined rules and then issue a command to control the equipment.  
PC + Cricket
Mobile(Windows Mobile) 
+ Cricket
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In the prototype system, two pseudo-operations, "throw" and "pull" (draw) are prepared. 
“throw” operation is defined as a sequence of behaviors such that the user pretends to 
throw the controller device from the body side toward the equipment side, and 
“draw” operation is equivalent to the reverse. Collaborative UI operations are provided in 
the system, for example, when the user conducts “throw” with the controller device 
which is playing video at that time toward the controlled equipment, then the controller 
stops the media play and the same video play begins in the controlled equipment as if the 
operations were transferred from the controller to the controlled one with easy-to-
understand media playback style in a living room. 
In the prototype, two different rules are predefined to operate media players in a 
complementary manner on each device. When a UI event is occurred at one end, it 
happens that its complementary event process is activated at the other end. Above 
collaborative event style is applied to how to control video playback activities between 
devices. 
As mentioned earlier, rule set used by ManeuverXML can be defined depending on the 
equipment respectively, it can be flexible to handle many kinds of events and situations 
where computing power and sensing granularity of each device are varied. 
In addition, ManeuverXML is designed to give the definition of the event firing terms 
by reference to relative displacement values, these values are designed to allow 
adjustments in terms of the distance displacement baseline. 
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6.5 Experiments and discussion 
Fig. 6-5 shows an example of a successful matching pattern according to “throw” 
operation in Fig. 6-2. System parameters and experimental result are shown in Table 6-1. 
 
 
Fig. 6-5 A distance displacement matching pattern example 
Table 6-1 System parameters and experimental result 
Proximity between devices 0.5~1.5m 
Beacon interval Typical 300ms 
1A
event1A
detect
event2A
event3A
2A 3A
→predefined action will be selected when event3A is fired
＊timescale as event firing conditions is given in a rule set
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(event indication interval) 
Num of target devices 1(2 in total) 
Num of trials 80 
Success rate .76 
False Acceptance Rate(FAR) .18 
In the experiments, the simplicity of operation event definitions may be related to quite 
a few FAR. An analysis between complexity and the usability would be important.  
According to the starting point of measurement, unintended instruction could be lead. 
Cancellation mechanism should be needed to avoid such a malfunction.  
 
6.6 Conclusion and future challenges 
In this section, in view of applications of information sharing and collaboration among 
devices, an operation event firing scheme based on distance sensing, its applied model 
with descriptive language ManeuverXML, and a prototype system which is constructed 
for feasibility study and application investigations on UIs, allowing the user to operate 
equipment intuitively with sensors, are denoted. 
Information about the distance can be measured at multiple points and simultaneously 
with high correlation in the timing and operations of users, therefore its deployment can 
improve the accuracy and apply to operation learning, with collecting and accumulating 
the measurement information by each device. To that end, notifying the relevant event 
when the event occurred in the neighborhood node, feedback mechanism to reflect the 
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asynchronous events to their own behaviors dynamically, and selective media access 
method according to the context would be future challenges. 
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Chapter 7: Conclusion 
7.1 Summary and future works 
In Chapter 3, 4, and 5, L-DRAND, L-DRAND+, and L-DRAND++ which have a 
possibility to determine its behavior according to the environmental situation around the 
node, are described. In L-DRAND and L-DRAND+, we have observed a problem of 
convergence derived from DRAND, but L-DRAND++ can resolve it and enhance its 
performance. In addition, we understand that adaptive flow control with adjacent node 
information will be one option to be considered in view of the improvement of the 
protocol behaviors in the future. 
Moreover, a distance-oriented network can have benefits such as reducing the 
interference from other sensor networks, or even building a context-oriented network 
autonomously. In parallel, the approaches to context-aware network applications, that the 
proposed scheme is applicable, would be important.  
In Chapter 6, we described the definitions of ManeuverXML and its prototype system 
and application based on an operation event firing scheme based on distance sensing. The 
prototype system is constructed for feasibility study and application investigations on UIs, 
allowing the user to operate equipment intuitively with sensors. 
In view of applications of information sharing and collaboration among devices, not 
only human-machine interfaces which we covered in this thesis, for example, but 
machine-machine interfaces are promising application areas (i.e., M2M). By using the 
essence of ManeuverXML, event messages to the nodes in the system can be 
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automatically transmitted, when a distance displacement against the nodes in its 
neighborhood is detected.  
Besides, this method can be extended to deploy a method on autonomous synchronous 
system without communications, with handling the event detection and determining its 
behavior on the node itself. How to improve accuracy on the sensing and event detection 
is one of the future challenges. 
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